
What is a Champion? A Cal-IPGCA Champion is an
individual or organizational entity, either governmental 
or non-governmental, that is invested in achieving a return 
on investment (ROI) from an enterprise-wide Innovation 
Priority (IP) that is under development by the Cal-IPGCA 
innovation teams. As leaders and subject matter experts, 
these Champions provide strategic direction to the 
Cal- IPGCA teams regarding their perspectives on the 
existing and desired future state of the IP, including the 
desired data analytics. 

What is an Innovation Priority? An Innovation Priority (IP) is
an enterprise-wide challenge facing the State of California. 
The Cohort 2020-21 IPs were submitted to Cal-IPGCA by its 
Executive Sponsors and Board of Advisors. These Innovation 
Priorities (IPs), linked below, guided the development of 
Cohort 2020-21’s Moonshot Innovation Projects. 

What is a Moonshot? A Moonshot aims for an exponential
improvement over what currently exists. The essence of 
a Moonshot is the combination of a huge problem, a 
re-imagined solution to that problem, and the creation 
of innovative ideas that can shift the approach and 
outcomes of people, process and technology to make 
that solution possible. 

What is Rapid Innovation (RI)? Cal-IPGCA has developed
a hybrid approach to inclusive problem-solving that is 
premised on “thinking big” and moving faster from the 
original concept to an elegant design that promotes 
heightened productivity and outcomes, aka, exponential 
improvement!  Cal-IPGCA’s invigorating RI cycle is designed 
to include every voice which is valued and heard. This 
approach enhances the participants’ “buy-in” at each step 
of the rapid innovation process.  

RAPID INNOVATION PROGRAM – 
CHAMPION SUMMIT

What is the Goal of this Event? The goal is to incorporate
strategic guidance from our program Champions to guide 
our IP Moonshot projects and its associated data analytics 
for the purpose of enhancing outcomes, performance and 
return on investment (ROI).   

FACILITATED INPUT: The Innovation Force Leadership
will facilitate each person’s input into each of the 
following Moonshot Teams. Each Team will make 
abbreviated presentations, followed by the facilitators 
asking the following four questions via a guided 
“rapid-innovation” cycle: 

CHAMPION INTERVIEWS: Champion input will conclude
with “teamed interviews” with each of you. You will be 
assigned your teams at registration. These interviews 
will be taped only for the purpose of note-taking. 
The feedback in the minutes will remain anonymous.

Cal-IPGCA Rapid Innovation Cycle

CAL-IPGCA CHAMPION SUMMITS

Location:    Zoom Champion Rapid Innovation Summit
Date:  April 15, 2021
Time:  8 AM – 11 AM
Beta Tester Professional Development Hours* (PDH): 3

Meets the State of California biennial 
leadership training requirements. (GC 19995.4)

* 
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1.  Identify the customers you see for this moonshot project?
2.  What goals and objectives should be achieved?
3.  What challenges do we face?
4.  What opportunities can be leveraged or created?
5.  What does success look like and how can we measure it? 

Register here for the Summit, Hackathon and Cal-IPGCA Day of Innovation! 

https://ipgca2020.s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/LIBRARY_MASTER_2021/0.+SOW+Documents_FEB+26%2C+2021/13.++RAPID+INNOVATION+OVERVIEW_022621.pdf
https://ipgca2020.s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/LIBRARY_MASTER_2021/0.+SOW+Documents_FEB+26%2C+2021/13.++RAPID+INNOVATION+OVERVIEW_022621.pdf
https://www.research.net/r/DYYP25W



